12 of our Lake Street Arts! Arts Organizing Institute fellows facilitated 9 gatherings around the city and engaged community members in sharing their opinions over 2 months about a vision for Minneapolis 2040.

WHAT WE ASKED OF YOU

- To share your neighborhood assets
- What assets you’d like to see guide city development
- How can the use it's tools to grow more equitably?
- Where would you apply those tools?
- What else should the city be addressing in its plans for the future?

WHAT WE HEARD
The need for more...

- Green spaces
- Affordable housing
- Personal relationships between local businesses & consumers
- Public spaces for activity & art, esp. catering to youth
- Culture-based community centers
- Acknowledgement of tolerance- or lack thereof- in practice (i.e policing, signage)

WHAT'S NEXT!
Have something you want to add?

- The community engagement period for the current phase has been extended through December 2017
- There will be 4 more city-sponsored meetings: https://minneapolis2040.com/upcoming-engagement-opportunities-fall-2017
- Artists involved with LSA! will be helping to guide community members through these last public engagement meetings